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PRINCIPLES OF LORD BUDDHA 
GS Paper - 1 

 
WHY IN NEWS? 
The Prime Minister has recalled the principles of Lord Buddha and reiterated his commitment to fulfill 

them on the occasion of Buddha Purnima. 

• He also visited Nepal during this special occasion. 

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT BUDDHA PURNIMA? 
o It is celebrated to mark the birth of Gautam Buddha, the founder of Buddhism. 

• It is also known as Vesak. In 1999, it became an UN-designated day, to acknowledge the 

contribution of Buddhism to society. 

o It is considered a 'triple-blessed day' - as Tathagata Gautam Buddha's birth, enlightenment, and 

Maha Parnirvana. 

o Buddha Purnima falls on a full moon night, usually between April and May, and it is a gazetted 

holiday in India. 

o Many devotees visit Mahabodhi Temple, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, located in Bodh Gaya, 

Bihar, on this occasion. 

• Bodhi Temple is the location where Lord Buddha is said to have attained enlightenment. 

WHO WAS GAUTAM BUDDHA? 
o He was born as Siddhartha Gautama in circa 563 BCE, in Lumbini and belonged to the Sakya 

clan. 

o Gautam attained Bodhi (enlightenment) under a pipal tree at Bodhgaya, Bihar. 

o Buddha gave his first sermon in the village of Sarnath, near Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh. This 

event is known as Dharma Chakra Pravartana (turning of the wheel of law). 
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o He died at the age of 80 in 483 BCE at Kushinagar, Uttar Pradesh. The event is known 

as Mahaparinibban or Mahaparinirvana. 

o He is believed to be the eighth of the ten incarnations of Lord Vishnu (Dashavatar). 

WHAT IS BUDDHISM? 
o About: 

• Buddhism started in India over 2,600 years ago. 

• The main teachings of Buddhism are encapsulated in the basic concept of four noble 

truths or ariya-sachchani and eight-fold path or ashtangika marg. 

▪ Dukkha (Sufferings) and its extinction are central to the Buddha’s doctrine. 

• The essence of Buddhism is the attainment of enlightenment or nirvana which was not a 

place but an experience that could be attained in this life. 

• There is no supreme god or deity in Buddhism. 

o Buddhist Councils: 

 
o Schools of Buddhism: 

• Mahayana (Idol Worship), Hinayana, Theravada, Vajrayana (Tantric Buddhism), Zen. 

o Buddhism Texts (Tipitaka): 

• Vinaya Pitaka (rules applicable to monastic life), Sutta Pitaka (main teaching or Dhamma 

of Buddha), Abhidhamma Pitaka (a philosophical analysis and systematization of the 

teaching). 

o Contribution of Buddhism to Indian Culture: 

• The concept of ahimsa was its chief contribution. Later, it became one of the cherished 

values of our nation. 

• Its contribution to the art and architecture of India was notable. The stupas at Sanchi, 

Bharhut, and Gaya are wonderful pieces of architecture. 

• It promoted education through residential universities like those at Taxila, Nalanda, and 

Vikramasila. 

• The language of Pali and other local languages developed through the teachings of 

Buddhism. 
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• It had also promoted the spread of Indian culture to other parts of Asia. 

o UNESCO’s Heritage Sites Related to Buddhism: 

• Archaeological Site of Nalanda Mahavihara at Nalanda, Bihar 

• Buddhist Monuments at Sanchi, MP 

• Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya, Bihar 

• Ajanta Caves Aurangabad, Maharashtra. 

 

Source:PIB 

 

HUMAN-RATED SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER (HS200) FOR GAGANYAAN PROGRAMME 
Space Technology 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 
Recently, the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) has completed the static test of the human-

rated solid rocket booster (HS200) for Gaganyaan programme. 

WHAT IS THE HS200 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER? 
o The booster engine is part of the Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle MkIII (GSLV Mk III) 

rocket that will carry Indian astronauts to space. 

• The GSLV Mk-III rocket which will be used for the Gaganyaan mission will have two 

HS200 boosters which will supply the thrust for lift-off. 

• The HS200 is a 20-metre-long booster with a diameter of 3.2 metres and is the world’s 

second largest operational booster using solid propellants. 

o The HS200 is the human-rated version of the S200 rocket booster of satellite launch 

vehicle GSLV Mk III, popularly known as LVM3. 
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• Since Gaganyaan is a crewed mission, the GSLV Mk-III will have improvements to 

increase reliability and safety to meet the requirements of 'human rating.' 

o The S200 motor - the first stage of the LVM3 launch vehicle designed to deliver 4,000 kg 

satellites to geosynchronous transfer orbit - was configured as a strap-on rocket booster. 

o This full-duration test of the first stage of the launch vehicle marks a major milestone for the 

Gaganyaan programme. 

o Design and development of the HS200 booster was completed at the Vikram Sarabhai Space 

Centre (VSSC) in Kerala's Thiruvananthapuram, and propellant casting was completed at 

Sriharikota. 

o Out of the three propulsion stages of LVM3, the human-rated versions of the second-stage 

known as L110-G loaded with liquid propellant and the third stage C25-G with cryogenic 

propellant are in the final phase of qualification, including tests with static firing. 

WHAT IS GSLV? 
o GSLV is a much more powerful rocket, meant to carry heavier satellites much deeper into space. 

Till date, GSLV rockets have carried out 18 missions, of which four ended in failure. 
o It can take 10,000-kg satellites to lower earth orbits. 
o The indigenously developed Cryogenic Upper Stage (CUS), forms the third stage of GSLV Mk II. 
o Mk-III versions have made ISRO entirely self-sufficient for launching its satellites. 

• Before this, it used to depend on the European Arianne launch vehicle to take its heavier 

satellites into space. 

• GSLV-Mk III is a fourth generation, three stage launch vehicle with four liquid strap-ons. 

The indigenously developed CUS, which is flight proven, forms the third stage of GSLV Mk 

III. 

• The rocket has three-stages with two solid motor strap-ons (S200), a liquid propellant 

core stage (L110) and a cryogenic stage (C-25). 

WHAT IS GAGANYAAN MISSION? 
o About: 

• Gaganyaan is a mission by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). 

• Under the Gaganyaan schedule (to be launched in 2023): 

▪ Three flights will be sent into orbit. 
▪ There will be two unmanned flights and one human spaceflight. 

• The Gaganyaan system module, called the Orbital Module will have three Indian 

astronauts, including a woman. 

• It will circle Earth at a low-earth-orbit at an altitude of 300-400 km from earth for 5-7 

days. 

o Payloads: 

• The payload will consist of: 

▪ Crew module - spacecraft carrying human beings. 
▪ Service module - powered by two liquid propellant engines. 
▪ It will be equipped with emergency escape and emergency mission abort. 
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o Launch: 

• GSLV Mk III, also called the LVM-3 (Launch Vehicle Mark-3,) the three-stage heavy lift 

launch vehicle, will be used to launch Gaganyaan as it has the necessary payload 

capability. 

o Training in Russia: 

• In June 2019, the Human Space Flight Centre of the ISRO and the Russian government-

owned Glavkosmos signed a contract for the training, which includes Russian support in 

the selection of candidates, their medical examination, and space training. 

▪ The candidates will study in detail the systems of the Soyuz manned spaceship, 
as well as be trained in short-term weightlessness mode aboard the Il-76MDK 
aircraft. 

▪ The Soyuz is a Russian spacecraft. The Soyuz carries people and supplies to and 
from the space station. 

▪ The Il-76MDK is a military transport plane specially designed for parabolic 
flights of trainee astronauts and space tourists. 

o Significance: 

• It will help in enhancement of science and technology levels in the country and help 

inspire youth. 

▪ Gaganyaan will involve numerous agencies, laboratories, disciplines, industries 
and departments. 

• It will help in the improvement of industrial growth. 

▪ Recently, the Government has announced a new organisation, IN-SPACe, part 
of reforms to increase private participation in the space sector. 

• It will help in the development of technology for social benefits. 

• It will help in improving international collaboration. 

▪ One International Space Station (ISS) put up by multiple countries may not be 
enough. Regional ecosystems will be needed and Gaganyaan will focus on 
regional needs: food, water and energy security. 

o India’s Other Upcoming Projects: 

• Chandrayaan-3 Mission: India has planned a new moon mission named Chandrayaan-

3. It is likely to be launched in 2022. 

• Shukrayaan Mission: The ISRO is also planning a mission to Venus, tentatively called 

Shukrayaan. 

 

Source:ET 
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DEVASAHAYAM PILLAI 
GS Paper - 1 - Modern Indian History - Important Personalities 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 
Recently, Devasahayam Pillai was declared Saint by Pope Francis (Catholic Church) at The Vatican. 

• He had converted to Christianity in the 18th century in the then Kingdom of Travancore. 
Devasahayam had become the first Indian layman to get sainthood for what The Vatican calls 
‘enduring increasing hardships’. 

WHO WAS DEVASAHAYAM PILLAI? 
o Devasahayam was born on 23th April 23, 1712 in Nattalam village in Kanyakumari district. 

o He was baptized in 1745, and assumed the name ‘Lazarus’, meaning ‘God is my help’. 

• Baptism is a Christian sacrament marked by ritual use of water and admitting the 

recipient to the Christian community. 

o His conversion did not go well with the heads of his native religion. False charges of treason 

and espionage were brought against him and he was divested of his post in the royal 

administration. 

o He went on to fight against Caste discrimination prevalent in the country and was persecuted 

and then killed. 

o On 14th January, 1752, Devasahayam was shot dead in the Aralvaimozhy forest. He is widely 

considered a martyr, and his mortal remains were interred inside what is now Saint Francis 

Xavier’s Cathedral in Kottar, Nagercoil. 

o The Vatican in 2012 recognised his martyrdom after a rigorous process. 
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WHY DEVASAHAYAM PILLAI HAS BEEN DECLARED SAINTHOOD? 
o Saint Devasahayam Pillai stood for equality and fought against the evils of society such as 

Casteism and Communalism. 
o His sainthood also comes at a time in India when the country is facing a surge in communalism. 
o Devasahayam Pillai being declared a saint is also a great opportunity for the Church to stand 

against the prevailing communal poison. 

• Communalism is blind allegiance to one’s own religious community in our culture. It is 

defined as a tool for or against mobilising people by appealing for communal services. 

Communalism is related to dogmatism and religious fundamentalism. 

 
Source: IE 
 

INDIA’S MEN’S BADMINTON TEAM WON THE THOMAS CUP TITLE 
GS Paper - 1 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 
Recently, India’s men’s badminton team won the Thomas Cup title for the first time ever. 

• India have defeated the 14-time champions Indonesia. The tournament was held in 

Bangkok (Thailand). 

WHAT IS THOMAS CUP? 
o Related Field: Thomas Cup, trophy signifies the world supremacy in the sport of badminton. 

• It is a 16-nation team event. 
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o Background & Managed By: The cup was donated in 1939 by Sir George Thomas for a series of 
men’s international team competitions to be managed by the International Badminton 
Federation (IBF), of which Thomas was then president. 

o First Tournament: The first tournament was held in 1948–49 and won by Malaya. 

• Thomas and Uber Cup is the biennial international badminton championship contested 

by the men and women's national teams. 

o India’s Win: In the tournament's seven-decade-long history, the championship title has changed 
hands only among five nations - China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Japan and Denmark. 

• With its win, India became only the sixth country ever to break into this elite club. 

 

Source:TH 

 

THE PLACES OF WORSHIP (SPECIAL PROVISIONS) ACT 
GS Paper - 2 - Government Policies & Interventions - Judiciary - Indian Constitution 

 
WHY IN NEWS? 
The Supreme Court will hear a challenge to the order of a civil court in Varanasi directing a videographic 

survey of the Maa Shringar Gauri Sthal in the Kashi Vishwanath temple-Gyanvapi mosque complex. 

• The principal contention is that the order of the Varanasi court which was upheld by Allahabad 

High Court is “clearly interdicted” by The Places of Worship (Special Provisions) Act, 1991. 

WHAT IS THE PLACES OF WORSHIP ACT? 
o About: It is described as “An Act to prohibit conversion of any place of worship and to provide 

for the maintenance of the religious character of any place of worship as it existed on the 
15th day of August 1947, and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.” 

o Exemption: 

• The disputed site at Ayodhya was exempted from the Act. Due to this exemption, the 

trial in the Ayodhya case proceeded even after the enforcement of this law. 
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• Besides the Ayodhya dispute, the Act also exempted: 
▪ Any place of worship which is an ancient and historical monument, or an 

archaeological site covered by the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological 
Sites and Remains Act, 1958. 

▪ A suit that has been finally settled or disposed of. 
▪ Any dispute that has been settled by the parties or conversion of any place 

that took place by acquiescence before the Act commenced. 
o Penalty: 

• Section 6 of the Act prescribes a punishment of a maximum of three years imprisonment 

along with a fine for contravening the provisions of the Act. 

o Criticism: 

• The law has been challenged on the ground that it bars judicial review, which is a basic 

feature of the Constitution, imposes an “arbitrary irrational retrospective cutoff 

date,” and abridges the right to religion of Hindus, Jains, Buddhists, and Sikhs. 

WHAT ARE ITS PROVISIONS? 
o Section 3: This section of the Act bars the conversion, in full or part, of a place of worship of 

any religious denomination into a place of worship of a different religious denomination or 
even a different segment of the same religious denomination. 

o Section 4(1): It declares that the religious character of a place of worship “shall continue to be 
the same as it existed” on 15th August 1947. 

o Section 4(2): It says any suit or legal proceeding with respect to the conversion of the religious 
character of any place of worship existing on 15th August, 1947, pending before any court, shall 
abate and no fresh suit or legal proceedings shall be instituted. 

• The proviso to this subsection saves suits, appeals, and legal proceedings that 

are pending on the date of commencement of the Act if they pertain to the conversion 

of the religious character of a place of worship after the cut-off date. 

o Section 5: It stipulates that the Act shall not apply to the Ramjanmabhoomi-Babri Masjid case, 
and to any suit, appeal, or proceeding relating to it. 

o What was the Supreme Court’s view during Ayodhya Judgement? 
o In the 2019 Ayodhya verdict, the Constitution Bench referred to the law and said it manifests 

the secular values of the Constitution and prohibits retrogression. 
o The law is hence a legislative instrument designed to protect the secular features of the Indian 

polity, which is one of the basic features of the Constitution. 
 
 

Source: IE 
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